forms of the electron propagator, and hence S-matrix computations [1, 11] should yield identical results to propertime numerics [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . For the specific case of magnetic pair creation _ --+ e+e -, such an equivalence of the S-matrix and proper-time methods has been demonstrated [16, 17] 
denote the absorbed and produced photon four momenta. Then the total rate for splitting via tile polarization mode e _ e'e" can be written, using Eqs. (27)- (29) of [1] , in terms of the S-matrix element S_ ) , which is the sum of six terms S (z) corresponding to the six viable time-ordering possibilities: [4] showed (see also [31] Thederivation of theS-matrix element proceeds alonglinesidentical to thosein Mentzel, Berg& Wunner [1] ,with the resultbeinganexactreproduction oftheir analytic formalism, asreported in Weise, Baring& Melrose [11] ; for details, oneis referred to [1] Of thesix q(3) contributions to Eq. (1), it is sufficient to explicitly present just one:
e e'e" (e + e" + _o'-ie) (e' + e" + _ -ie')
where mr = e2/(hc) is the fine structure constant, and the energies c and E0 are defined in Eq. (4) below, with similar definitions for the primed energies involving primed quantum numbers and momenta of the virtual electrons.
Using the J notation in Eq. (6) below,
where the polarization vector % = (0, e,,eu, e_) is specified by e± = e_ + ie u and e_ , and similarly for the final photon polarizations (primed). The other three T_s in Eq. (2) are not displayed here for brevity; they can be obtained from those in Eq. (3) simply by the interchange e+ ++ e_ of polarization components (and similarly for primed components) and a relabelling of the J s that produces a correspondence
Several notations need to be identified. First, the particles have energies E, and momentum components p; along the field. The energies c and go that appear here are, respectively, with and without the parallel momentum p, : 
for (f+ = 5o,1 and 5_ = (i --(_n,0) So,-1 where the spin quantum number _r takes on two values except for the n = 0 primed coefficients K_and_' aresimilarlydefined in termsofprimed momenta andLandau level quantum numbers, subject to themomentum conservation implicitin Eq.(2). The J functions that appear in Eq. (3) [29] up to a factor of n!, being related to the J functions of Melrose and Parle [15] , and both are defined in terms of the generalized Laguerre polynomials (see [33] ):
Values for n > n I are obtained by interchanging indices, as indicated. Hereafter, the (modified) Sokolov and Ternov convention for writing the Laguerre polynomials will be adopted. 
noting that the _,products are either purely imaginary or real, for all choices of spin quantum numbers.
The three factors like (-1) n -= appearing in the second product of three 7)s in Eq. (2) 
-ks, " k'., ' k'., ' -, k';, " k';, " -, -ks, " 
where the permutations act. as operators. This symmetry can be expressed in a multitude of ways using the identities
to remark that the derivation of analytic forms by Mentzel, Berg and Wunner is not the first in the literature relating to S-matrix applications to photon splitting. The papers by Melrose and Parle [15, 13, 14] dealing with various aspects of QED in strong magnetic fields, specifically from a wave dispersion/response tensor approach, constructed the S-matrix element for splitting in Eqs. (46) and (47) of [13] , which incorporated the quadratic vacuum response tensor given in Eq. (36) of [14] . This tensor is obviously of a standard S-matrix Landau representation appearance. Eqs. (2) and (3) can be generated directly (and also S_!2) from the Melrose and Parle evaluation after a modicum of algebra. Hence, Eqs. (2) and (3) here, and Eqs. (25) and (26) can be used as reliable starting points for further S-matrix developments.
A. Analytic

Reduction: Summation over Spin States
The form in Eqs. (2) and (3) 
where w" = w -w' is implicitly understood from the conservation of four-momentum. While these rates will be expressed for photon propagation normal to the uniform magnetic field, the results for general photon obliquities 0 to B can be obtained via a simple Lorentz transformation: 
+ A (e' + e" -_0) (e + e' -_") + (e' + e" + _o)(
of the real part, where A and p assume the values +1. The imaginary part is not explicitly stated since it will not be of use in the subsequent developments.
The momentum integrations over these ER),,u then assume one of the forms (14) for n = 0 or 1 ; generalizations to complex Ex,_ (relevant to calculating splitting rates above pair threshold and near pair resonances) are routine. These manipulations yield the following compact forms for the .Me-+e'e" coefficients in
Eq. (12):
, { 
where the Sokolov and Ternov representation of the associated Laguerre functions in Eq. (7) is used together with the priming notation thereby aiding brevity. For the ±--__L_Lmode,
and the results for the JJ--__LJJmode are not explicitly stated since they can be obtained by exploiting crossing symmetries: the inverse of the permutation in Eq. (19) yields the transformation A_ -+1111 -+ -A_ -+±11 , A} -+llll -+ Ag -+J-II ' Aax-+llll -+ -A_ -*±11 , A} -+1111--+ A_ -_lll . The A_ -_dd' can alternatively be expressed using the a S functions of Melrose and Parle as in [11] . (25) and (26) of [1] , this developed form of the splitting S-matrix element has an appearance familiarto S-matrix applications ofQEDin theLandau representation to strongly-magnetized systems, withproducts of generalized Laguerre polynomials multiplied by simple combinations of energies andmomentum components. Examples of previous workbearing suchfamiliarformsfocuslargelyonlower-order QEDprocesses andinclude studies of synchrotron radiation [29, 30] , singlephoton paircreation [17, 29] , andvacuum [34] andplasma [35] polarization. Forthepurposes ofthe analysis in thenextsection, it is pertinent to define thecyclic permutations to --4 -w" , w' _ -w , to" --+ to' ,
in the spirit, of the P+z permutation in gq. (9) . These permutations will appear repeatedly in the developments below, and lead to the following transformation properties of Eq. (13): Hence the first step in integrating over Pz is effected by the more cumbersome and less elegant approach of completing the squares and rationalizing the denominators using products of factors like (e' + e" :i: to). These factors define poles pij of the p_ integration for i and j being some combination of n, n' and n". Such poles fall into two types: pair creation ones (e.g. see [17] ) that contribute only above pair threshold, due to the structure of the splitting rate, and cyclotronic ones that must be considered below pair threshold.
The appearance of such cyclotronic poles is an artifact of the rationalization of denominators, so that they are really pseudo-poles of the subsequent analysis; a consistency check on the algebra is that the S-matrix element be effectively continuous across them. It is convenient to define energies that correspond to the Pij poles:
_nn
and three others paired with these, which are obtained via the relations _n',_ + E_, = to", e_,,,_, + E,_,n .... to and
Enn" "{-En"n = to/ . Here the notation
is used for the purposes of abbreviation. Observe that, taking advantage of the subjectivity of such definitions, a minus sign appears in front of the expression for g,,,_,,, a choice that preserves symmetries induced by the mapping in Eq. (19) in the results that follow. These definitions spawn the following useful identities for the momentum poles: sum, which appears in the cE_A2 terms, as i ,
E2
log el 
where
and [15] . Given that n, n' and n" cluster in a manner such that
In' -nl _ In" -nl _ 1, this series converges rapidly provided nz << 1.
Hence na_/(2B) actually represents the true expansion parameter here, with J and J' being similarly bounded.
The leading order terms of such expansions for the A_ _e'e'' are linear in the photon energies, while the next higher order terms are cubic; a more detailed exposition can be found in Weise, Baring and Melrose [11] . The series for tile integrations of Pz, namely 2"0, _1 , flit`Tt and ,.7 (which do not depend on the polarization mode) are expansions in w_'/(1 + 2B) rather than w_/(2B).
They are independent of photon energy to leading order, with a quadratic scaling with energy to next order. The series for w2 << 1 + 2B possess logarithmic character in the quantum numbers in situations when no two of them are equal (i.e. N" ¢ .M' 7_ Y" _ .M):
and additionally involve inverse trigonometric functions when two ns (e.g. for N" = A/" ) are in fact equal: Here the A2 and Az terms contribute leading order terms only through n" = 1, n = n' = 0 and n' = 1, n = n" = 0 cases, respectively, where it is necessary to use the full forms in Equation (33) , and inverse trigonometric functions appear through the Q(x) function, which assumes the arguments x = wt/2 and z = w"/2. A similar n = 1, n _ = n" = 0 term is identically equal to zero by virtue of the A4 factor.
The contributions from the A1 and A4 terms possess an entirely different character, being infinite summations over n, with the values of n' and n" being constrained by In' -n I + In" -nl < 1, producing five groupings of the indices. The series is evaluated by truncating the sum at n < k, relabelling one of the logarithmic terms, and then taking the limit k -4 _. The net result is (for w < 2)
which, when combined with Equation (12) , yields the asymptotic high-B result derived by Baier et al. [8] , and reproduced independently by Baring & Harding [10] ; the overall rate for l--+lll] approaches a value independent of B.
Observe that the manifestations of the pair creation threshold for each of the final photons of II polarization (i.e. at w' = 2 and _" = 2) are the individually-divergent coefficients of the inverse trigonometric functions. Yet, collectively, due to the energy conservation relation w = wt + a/', such divergences cancel each other to yield a finite , overall result as a; --+ 2. For the incident photon of _L polarization, the pair threshold of 1 + x/1 + 2B is remote from w = 2 so that it would only become explicitly apparent when the amplitude was evaluated to higher order in B. Note also that the a; << 1 limit of Eq. (35) is wJw"/6
and reproduces results obtained in [4] and [6] . The functional form of Eq. (35) is plotted in Figure 1 . Note that the magnitude of Mlt._± II diverges as pair threshold w --2 is approached.
The equivalent result for the splitting mode .A,'fll+.l_il requires little additional algebra given that it can be obtained from the analysis just above using the cyclic symmetry transformations of Eq. (19) . Carefully keeping track of signs and all photon frequencies by relabelling at the beginning of the manipulations, the roles of the A4 and A3 terms are interchanged, and the obvious result emerges:
'
While not established before in the literature, the low energy limit of this, namely d_411_+lll _ w,/,i'/6, yields the differential rate from previous expositions [4, 6] of low energy approximations. The form of Eq. (36) is displayed in Figure 1 , exhibiting the asymmetry expected under interchanges J 4-4 ,/'. In this case, pair threshold structure in the amplitude appears again for the two photons of parallel polarization (i.e. at _ = 2 and J' = 2), and is also absent for the produced l photon, being of higher order in B. Consequently, the amplitude possesses a real divergence at w = 2, a noteworthy occurrence that is illustrated by comparing the two panels of Figure _l__.k_l_ is of a higherorderin B than for the other two splitting modes. Second, since any potential appearance of inverse trigonometric functions spawned by the forms in Eq. (33) involves arguments that depend on B through the A/'s, these arguments are always small when B >> 1, precipitating a redundancy with the low energy limit. Hence, it follows immediately that the scattering amplitude for _k--+.l__l_ in the regime of highly super-critical fields is identical to that of the B >> 1 specialization of the low energy (w << 1 ) limit. As the latter has been derived in various papers in the literature (e.g. see [4, 6, 11] and the subsequent section), here it is sufficient to merely state the result:
This extremely simple form differs profoundly from those of the other two modes because of the absence of photons of I] polarization in the interaction. Hence any signatures of the pair threshold of 1 + x/_ + 2B of _1_ photons are absent in the domain of w < 2, and a scaling-type form with obvious cyclic symmetry emerges. (35) and (36), divided by the rates that would be computed when taking the low energy ( w << 1 ) limit of these amplitudes, i.e. Ad±._+llIt _ ww'J'/6 _..hAil._±ll. Deviations from such low energy approximations (i.e. R(w) c_ ws ), while significant for .I---+i116,are dramatic for ][--_.l_l[ near pair creation threshold w = 2.
Total
B. Approximations for w << 1
The low energy limit w << 1 is of interest not only because it was the regime where compact analytic expressions for the splitting rates were first obtained [2] [3] [4] , but also because the analysis that follows derives simple and ele- [4, 6] , the demonstration of this is not dissimilar to the B >> 1 analysis. The w << 1 restriction generates a single infinite series in n due to the clustering of n' and n" around n. The ensuing algebra in the simplification of this series is moderately lengthy, and requires re-indexing of the logarithmic terms to assume forms involving log e [1 + 2nB] , and also some relabelling of the rational functions.
Care must be taken in these rearrangements due to the infinite nature of the series, and the technique adopted is outlined just below. The terms linear in photon energy result in zero, as expected: for more details, the reader is referred to [11] . The next order contribution is cubic in energy, asdesired, with termscoming froma mixtureof (i) thelineartermsof the Ai combined with the quadratic higher 
is adopted. Properties of this function, which include FI(1) = 1, are discussed at length in [40] and outlined in Appendix B. Using Eq. (B1), one soon arrives at an expression for the scattering amplitude in terms of a handful of special (polygamma) functions, namely Fl(z), and log_ I'(x) and its derivatives. This representation consists of two parts, one independent of k, and one that involves a limit as k _ oc of the remainder in Eq. (A1), combined with several terms incorporating the special functions with arguments that depend on k. In evaluating this limit, most terms can be handled in a straightforward manner, and standard asymptotic series (e.g. see [33] ) for log_ F(x) and ¢(x) as
x -', ec prove useful. However, the treatment of the term involving the function log, FI(1 + k + 1/2B) that appears in the limit contribution is non-trivial.A series representation forthisfunctionforlargearguments is required, and is presented in Eq.(B4).Assembling thevarious pieces, thelimitingresultas k -+ co is [11] . Notwithstanding, the numerical results for the _I_-+_L_I_mode presented in [11] were effectively evaluated before any series rearrangement, and therefore remain valid. (12): Taking successive derivatives with respect to z, one quickly arrives at well-known finite series representations of F(x) and its logarithmic derivative ¢(x) ; see [33, 42] for discussions of these functions and their series representations.
